Newsletter February 2020
Congratulations to
Gavin Knight
Who recently passed his advanced test
and

Julian Brown

who was awarded a

F1RST

The Twenty-fifth Annual General Meeting of Coventry and Warwickshire
Advanced Motorcyclists – The Chairman’s Report
2019 was our busiest and most successful year ever and before going into
a little more detail I think thanks should go to all those that have made it
all possible. Firstly, the Observers who remain the backbone of the club,
but also every single person that turned up and helped in any and every
capacity. Facebook has continued to be a good forum for club news and
advertise activities such as ride-outs, but also to promote the friendly and
inclusive nature of the club that everyone tries so hard to promote. Whilst
we work hard achieving our goal to improve rider safety through the IAMRS
Advanced Rider Course, we never forget to have fun at our varied ride-outs and functions.
Membership Membership has reached even greater heights and Mark’s continued efforts have
seen us reach 231 members at the end of the year. There were 53 enquiries in 2019, in line with
the previous year, but the conversion rate increased from 75 – 83% The ladies now account for
11% of the membership numbering 26 in total. The NEC show proved successful for us with 14
new members and the enquiries keep coming in, with 9 new members already this year. Training
Test passes for 2019 numbered 29, our best ever result. We curr ently have 32 Observers of
which 25 are National Observers. As was reported to last years AGM some of our Local Observers
did indeed decide to apply to be National Observers and all nine passed with some glowing
feedback from the examiners. Not just good for them but the club as well and testament to our
high standards. We ran an Observer Training course again last year. Four started, 2 have
completed the course and two are still undergoing training.
Our Observers completed 544 Check Rides and overall attendances of 609 during 2019. An

indication of the commitment required of the role. Post Test Training was steady throughout the
year, not perhaps as busy as we would expect. Don’t forget all it takes is a quick e-mail to Andy to
book a slot to keep your skills sharp. There were initially six Jim Sampson rides arranged for 2019
but because Jim was un-well we only managed four. They all booked up quickly and we had a
“reserve” list. As ever they were very well received. Finance The group continues to be in a
healthy financial position, details from Bob in a moment. Social We have had a varied calendar of
Social Events in 2019 organised for us by Trevor and Ryan and as they both stand down this year,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank them for all their hard work over the past years.
Social nights have, in general, been well attended and Ryan has worked hard to supply us with a
varied and interesting array of speakers Club Sundays continue to be well attended, with those
not involved in Check Rides going off for a jolly jaunt. Trevor co-ordinated 20 ride-outs for us to
savour to a variety of places near and far. There were two holidays this year to Scotland and the
Lakes run by Roger and Trevor. Overall all we’ve had another busy year and thanks go to all those
who put in the hard work to recci’ and lead the runs and to the members who show their support
by attending them. So 2020? As the 2019 course is still ongoing, we will consider whether to have
a 2020 Observer Training Course later in the year, subject to Observer numbers etc We will be
attending Rugby Bikefest again with a bigger and better stand, so put out the word and visit us in
the town centre.
Our Open Day/Members Day will be on June 7th, this is our main recruiting day but is open to all
members. Bacon butties etc will be served. It’s still early in the year but with two new incumbents
in the respective social roles the diary will be filling up soon with a variety of speakers and rideouts for us all to savour. This being our 25th Anniversary there will be some events to celebrate
including the revival of the “Longest Day” run to Aberystwyth, a Tony Williamson legend. Any
ideas for other events will be gratefully received. A quick mention of the official IAMRS stat’s. We
have been confirmed as a “High Performing” group after a recent audit and as ever our aim is to
continue to maintain if not improve on that performance.
Ian Collard Chairman
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Business proceeded with the Treasurers report. The group remains in a financially sound
position and Bob Langford appealed for ideas in which some of the funds could be responsibly
used. One suggestion from Chris Thompson was that First Aid kits be issued as part of the
observer’s kit.
The election of the CWAM Committee followed with the officers being re-elected –
Ian Collard Chairman, Bob Langford Treasurer and Nick Lilley Group Secretary.
Other members elected to the committee were
Tarnya Brink, John Chivers, John Kickham, Dave Shakespeare and Chris Thompson.
All the above nominations were elected by a unanimous show of hands.
The ‘any other business’ section of the agenda was lively with four main questions being asked
from the floor

It was suggested that night riding required a unique set of skills and CWAM might run a
course targeted at these specifics. The Training Officer stated that relevant techniques
were covered in the Observer’s manual and the book contained in the Associates
welcome pack. He added that observing at night had obvious difficulties but it could well
be the subject of a future Roadcraft session at a Club Night.



Alex Hogg & Richard Taylor asked variously about additional reading matter for observers
not currently included in observer manuals and the possibility of having an ‘observers
only’ section of the website for the purpose. The training officer stated that care would be
needed to ensure contrary advice was not published. The matter would be discussed at
the next observer meeting.



Alex Hogg raised the topic of ‘super weekends’ where intensive training was give over a
two day period culminating in an advanced test. It was suggested that CWAM’s aim is to
produce thinking riders with a comprehensive knowledge of roadcraft in all conditions
and not to act as a crammer to pass a test.



Martin Williams queried whether Membership by Portfolio which entails Group Signoff
rather than a test by an independent examiner would result in a two-tier qualification.
This was thought to be a possibility as members using this route could not become
observers and it was consequently seen as a second class pass. Concern was also
expressed regarding consistency and rigour across the many IAMRS groups. The
Chairman said he would canvass other group representatives at the Spring Forum.



Simon Mills asked if the proportion of female to male motorcyclists was known and how
CWAM compared with IAMRS as a whole. Mark Ford responded that it was currently 11%
within CWAM (25 out of 224). N Lilley offered to pursue the matter with IAMRS.(see item
below)
The meeting closed at 20:30

Annual Awards
With the formal business of the AGM concluded, we came to the important and altogether more enjoyable
part of the evening with the presentation of the Annual Awards.
Andy Spencer presents Ewen Moffatt-Roberts with the Terry White Memorial Award
Anyone involved in training is eligible for The Terry White
Memorial Award and unusually this year an associate was
selected. Andy Spencer cited his determination and a
significant level of staying power as attributes Ewen
displayed on his journey to the test. There was even a

time

when he considered bypassing the test and taking the
Member by Portfolio route however as so often happens,
suddenly it all came together on one of his mock tests.

By

dint of perseverance Ewen not only succeeded in passing

his

test but displayed his true abilities by being awarded a
F1RST. There aws obvious pleasure for both presenter
recipient as Andy Spencer handed Ewen his award.

and

Ian Collard presents Trevor Smith with the Group Award
The CWAM Group Award is awarded to a member who has
made an exceptional contribution to the group and there
could be no better example than this year’s recipient Trevor
Smith. Joining us in August 2008 by July 2010 he had not
only passed his test but become an observer. This alone
demonstrates his commitment to the cause and by May
2013 he had qualified as a National Observer. All this was
achieved whilst serving on the committee as Social Ride
Coordinator and Vice Chair. Living near to the Village Hall,
he was of course the person who opened it up, played host
in the kitchen and locked up.
As well as being a totally dependable stalwart of the
committee and an ever present friendly face, Trevor led
many enjoyable rideouts to Rutland and the area surrounding Leicester as well as organising and leading
the three day Lakes Tour which proved so popular. As Trevor moves on pastures new in Worcestershire
Ian thanked him for his years of service and took great pleasure in asking him to collect the Group Award.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Two further presentations were made -

The whole of Chris Thompson was present

As you know, CWAM subsidises a 50%

to receive his Masters with Distinction

discount for members aged 30 and

certificate, unfortunately the photographer

under. David Marklow was the latest

was so overcome by the sheer magnitude

recipient of this offer and was presented

of this achievement that he only managed

with his refund cheque by the equally

to capture part of him.

youthful Ian Collard.

Following the awards the Mark Ford, who had the tricky task of organising the food, ensuring everyone got
what they ordered. I haven’t had much feedback yet but the evening appeared to be quite successful.
Certainly a change from our usual AGM, with members staying on to chat, well after the food had been
cleared away.
----------------------------------------------------------------

CWAM Club Sunday
Many years ago when the idea of producing a newsletter without the use of paper and ink would have
been viewed as black magic, CWAM managed, by dint of hard work and dedication, to produce a
magazine every other month complete with an
index,

proper

reports,

adverts

and

even

a

crossword; an editorial achievement not to be
sniffed at. One feature that appeared so regularly
that I thought it was compulsary was Spencer
Beale’s full page parking notice. (left).
Eventually

we

must

have

taken

notice

and

improved our parking skills because after November
2007 the notice disappeared for ever.
On the first Club Sunday of February however –
what a shambles! Like the wind-blown contents of a
rubbish

bin

tipped

over

by

unruly

youths,

motorcycles littered the entire car park. Whether it
was the fact that that omnipresent red Ducati wasn’t
present to act as a beacon of restraint or whether
riders were so weakened after Veganuary their
brains had become addled or possibly it was a
natural

reaction

of

disallusioned

bikers

with

conventional power structures, I don’t know.
However,
mornings

on
we

Sunday
have

been asked to restrict ourselves in the first instance to the Coach Park
area (outlined in wiggly white). Before you point a finger, I admit I was as
guilty as anyone parking in a wayward fashion.
On the bright side we enjoyed another good turnout with Chris Thompson
leading a small group to through Meriden, Berkswell Knowle Wellesbourne
Compton Verney & Kineton. At Gilk’s Cafe which is really a stronghold of
lycra-clad pedal bikers rather than us manly textile-clad proper bikers,
who should we see but John Chivers, a man who doesn’t just
talk the talk but walks the walk when it comes to EVs, And
what was he doing – silly question - organising an EV
meeting of course. Good to get out on the bike again,
thanks to Chris for leading.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Female Riders
Following up on the question at the AGM, I can say that IAM RoadSmart has 5%
of riders who are females. From delving about on the internet it appears the
overall in the UK females make up around 8% of the powered two wheel rider
population. You may think that this figure reflect poorly on IAMRS but when I say
that only four models in the top twenty bikes owned by females are above 125cc,
it gives some context. They are - Triumph BONNEVILLE T100, Kawasaki ZX-6R,
Honda CB500X and Suzuki SV 650 S (69 HP) in 6,7 12 14 places respectively. The
rider’s average age is 37 and their average mileage is 3000pa.
Possibly the most interesting point is that 18% of Advanced Drivers are females
which suggests that IAMRS are for some reason failing to attract female riders in the way they attract
drivers.
--------------------------------------------

Does Goldilocks Exist? – Part 2
Last month Kevin Olney was in a quandary – should he extend his biking career by moving to a maxi
scooter.

Hardly had the issue been sent out than replies came in. Mark Pavey had be passed by a

scooter on the motorway so it seemed that speed wasn’t a problem. A more comprehensive response
came from Chris Read based on personal experience, he writes The best of times worst of times item perfectly suited my situation over much of the summer and,
indeed, was one of the reasons for my thin to non-existent participation in CWAM. My ageing Deauville
was no longer up to scratch with persistent minor faults no one could get to grips with. What to do? I
don't have any special health and med problems for my rapidly advancing old age but the thought of
investing in a bike that might prolong my riding until such time as I did opened up the dilemmas Kevin
describes, not to mention family pressure that I should be giving up on biking and more or less
everything else. Setting such tender feelings of my loved ones to
one side the logical outcome seemed to be a maxi-scooter. I did
watch a number of YouTube reviews. A lass from Yorkshire whose
name escapes me and The Hughenden Flyer seemed to have
sensible things to say about the Burgman 650. In fact, almost
everyone

who talks about

them

seems impressed. On

my

Deauville's last journey to the scrap yard I even dropped in at a
well-known Coventry bike dealer's named after a bird of prey and
one of the people there who used to work at a Suzuki dealership said that the Burgman was always the
one you tried to grab if you were sent on a cross town errand. Anyway, I took the plunge and bought a
ten-year-old 19,000 mile black Burgman 650 executive from an owner in Maidenhead who had initially
bought it in Hungary. I swore to myself that, on its maiden journey (see what I did there?) I would not
filter until I was used to its bulk. That lasted two miles as there was, unsurprisingly, an immense queue
to get out of town and I felt very comfortable on the bike on the open road. Given the weather and
other things that trip from Maidenhead, mostly up the M40, is still the longest I have made on it. I have
made many local trips. I use it to commute the short distance to work (yes I am still doing part-time)
and the occasional mini-rideout to Stratford or whatever. I should say I share Nick's environmental
concerns and do what I can to combine my biking (I can't bring myself to call it scootering!) with

practical needs though I do enjoy riding for fun now and again.
So, how has it been in the rain-soaked 4-5 months since I bought it? First thing to say is that it is very
different from a bike. It has all the conveniences for which I bought it to help over my next, and
declining, decade (?) of biking - automatic gears; running board; screen and semi-fairing protection; no
chain; good luggage capacity (for the supermarket, alas, these days rather than riding to Kamchatka)
plus a 650 lump capable of cruising all day at well above the legal limit (so I'm told). The engine is
smooth and quiet. It pulls very readily and the automatic gears are very smooth. There are buttons
should you want to engage gears semi-automatically but I have not really explored that option. It is
comfortable and the pillion saddle looks equally so but I have not carried any passengers. The ride is
surprisingly harsh. I have not yet found the best adjustment for it. It is a big beast, marginally heavier
than the Deauville which was not in the script but it handles well. Very slow speeds are OK but I am still
less stable than on the Deauville in many circumstances. The riding experience is very different from a
bike and certain things took time to adjust - e.g. accelerating hard from stationary and pulling the gear
lever to change up before you remembered it was the brake lever! Fortunately, the bike tolerated this
activity very well! It obviously looks like a scooter and thereby meets a certain amount of
condescension from 'proper' bikers but you can surprise them, and car drivers, with a smart getaway
from the lights (when safe to do so, of course). My own experience, given it has mostly been rainsoaked roads and muddy lanes (yes I do live in Balsall Common and know the lanes pictured in the last
newsletter very well - as do some of my former associates!) has
been that one has a slightly less direct feel for the road surface than
on many bikes and that it can be skittish on cracked and potholed
roads (there being no other kind these days) though the tyres most
likely contribute to that. I also find the front wheel has very different
wobble characteristics from a bike which can inhibit filtering
especially on substandard road surfaces although the balance of the
bike itself is very good. The biggest potential adjustment problem is
that combining a twist-and-go throttle with a powerful engine means
you can easily blip the throttle at low speed, when manoeuvring, sometimes from an unexpected jolt. It
is essential to cover the left-hand brake lever as only a slight inadvertent twist, or an involuntary one if
your elbow brushes something as you put your machine in a tight garage space, can thrust it forward
with some venom, not like a Greek island scooter whose neck has to be wrung to get any forward
motion at any time.
Overall, I have been very tentative about my Burgman. Even though it has endearing features like a
raisable screen, retracting wing mirrors, heated grips and seats, I have not fallen in love with it. It has
done everything asked of it with economy and precision and it is winning me over more and more. I
don't think, under my circumstances, I would go back to a 'proper' bike but maybe a smaller maxiscooter (400 Burgman) might have been a wiser choice in the long run though at present I like the
extra power when it can be used. It has, however, ensured an extension to my biking life and is a very
practical, good-looking and simply-maintained everyday companion. Bit like me then! It won't blow you
away on a weekend blast but it is a great everyday commuter and still has that touring potential in case
I do decide it is time to go to Kamchatka.

Christopher Read
------------------------------------------------------------

How many miles to a gallon of electricity?
My curiosity heightened following John Chivers’ talk about electric
vehicles last month, I started exploring. For all its agility and reduced
running costs the simple fact is that the initial capital outlay is a
significant downer. Reading some articles/headlines it’s easy to
assume that charging a car overnight is a bit like forgetting to turn
the kitchen light out when you go to bed. Not so. However, I did find
a

Home

Charging

Calculator

website

at

https://www.zap-

map.com/tools/home-charging-calculator/. Although the results
are based upon the theoretical optimum operating efficiency of the
vehicle as quoted by the manufacturer and therefore on the optimistic side, it still makes a handy tool
for comparison.
----------------------------------------------

Paul’s in Thailand again!
Paul Owen is back in Thailand, you may think that the amount of time he spends holidaying would
make him eligible for Non-Domiciled UK tax status – who knows? Nevertheless he is back and
sending us more fabulous pictures of his exotic adventures. He writes I’ve arrived in Chiang Mai a week ago; the Coronavirus is affecting things here because this is one
of the main Thai cities that the Chinese visit as it had direct flights. Unfortunately several hundred
people have lost their jobs in Chaing Mai because the Chinese are staying away. They have had
35 case in Thailand so far but it doesn’t really affect me per se but most people here wearing
masks. You can’t buy masks as all sold out anyway.

I went for a ride today on a brand-new Triumph Street Bob 1200. The bike was very impressive,
single seat etc. Lots of people asking me about it whenever I stopped.
I went to a dam with my friend Fred along some very nice roads, the water is low at the moment
but quite good. I’ve been quite busy had a ride with Ulysses Motorcycle Club which is in an
Australian organisation, worldwide now for over 50s which I fit into double. It was an interesting
ride 17 bikes, far too many and too many stops for me. They decided to do some drone work
which took a lot of time to get the drone up and film the bikes from the sky.

I went to beer o’clock which is a traditional Friday afternoon for expat bikers to meet up and
drink, yes you guessed it, lots of beer. It’s the start of the flower festival here so I went to watch
the procession which is really amazing: more photos of that to come as it that’s another two days
of the festival
The bike I am using, a Speed Triple Triumph, has a temperature gauge shows 38 so it’s fairly
warm. I have been on a three day ride with Russ ( who lives in Chiang Mai ) 10 motorbikes in
all with pillions.

I rode on my own to meet them from Chiang Mai to Mae Sot which is right on the Burmese
border. It was a 200 mile ride over 2 mountains, quite challenging but great views and very
little traffic.
Then we visited Sukhothai Historical Park which was built in 13th century A.D. The city is
obviously very interesting an old place with many temples and an old moat.

We stopped at the reclining Buddha you can see in photo and
at one of the temples you write on something on the gold
leaves to make good to someone (a merit) then you hang
them on the tree it’s quite standard thing in the temples here.
I got very low on petrol as my bike was the only sports bike
with the smallest tank and the guys on the ride go really fast
and hard, so I had to stop at the very tiny station.

As you can see one lady two glass petrol containers.( what could possibly go wrong)
The next day I rode on my own again, a very nice ride but quite long. I’ve also met this guy
Ian, he was a racer in the TT and the Manx and then did over 10 years as a travelling Marshall
at the Isle of Man TT races. He had many interesting stories, unfortunately he had attended
many traumatic fatal incidents involving racers he knew on the Isle of Man. Another one of the
guys is a very keen cyclist; his cycle weights less 7 kg and cost £2½k.
Preparing for my next motorbike trip now.
Paul
------------------------------------------------------

IAM RoadSmart News
As usual the latest IAM RoadSmart News is here, their blogs
are here and their Facebook page is here where they have
quite a nice photo of a motorcycle.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CWAM Events in March
Sunday, March 1 9:00am
CWAM Club Sunday
Jaguar Cars Sports & Social Club, Fenton Rd, Allesley, Coventry CV5 9PS
Not only for Associate Check Rides but also a chance for all CWAMs to get together, socialise
and go for an informal rideout. PLUS the opportunity for those who have already passed their
test to have a general refresher or to refine a specific area of their riding with one of our top
team of observers. You can turn up on the day or to avoid disappointment, book in advance with
Andy Spencer. Doors open 09:00 Contact Training Officer, Andy Spencer.
Wednesday, March 4 9:15am– 2:00pm
Roger's Rideout to Super Sausage
Meet Long Itch Diner, Southam Rd, Long Itchington, Southam CV47 9QZ
Leaving at 9:30 for a circular route throughthe lanes of Warwickshire and Northants to the
Super Sausage Cafe in Towcesterfor brunch.
70 miles. Please ensure you have sufficient fuel.
Return by 1.00 pm This is a rideout for CWAM members and associates only.
Notes for riders are here.
Wed, March 4, 8pm – 10pm
CWAM Committee Meeting
Shilton Village Hall, Wood Ln, Shilton, Coventry CV7 9JZ, UK
This is a meeting for CWAM Committee members only.

Sunday, March 8
Proposed Rideout - Please contact Trevor Smith if you would like to lead a CWAM rideout
Wednesday, March 11 19:30 – 22:00
CWAM Club Night
Jaguar Cars Sports & Social Club, Fenton Rd, Allesley, Coventry CV5 9PS
Something a little different with the promise of areally interesting evening - Mark Lamplough
speaks about Bike Tours for the Wounded and the support facilitated through BCMotorcycle
Tours. To date 300 servicemen,servicewomen and veterans have been taken on their "Life
changing" motorcyclechallenges with remarkable results.
Doors open 19:30 and proceedings start at 20:00
Members, friends and family all welcome.
Sunday, March 15 9:00am
CWAM Club Sunday
Jaguar Cars Sports & Social Club, Fenton Rd, Allesley, Coventry CV5 9PS
Not only for Associate Check Rides but also a chance for all CWAMs to get together, socialise
and go for an informal rideout. PLUS the opportunity for those who have already passed their
test to have a general refresher or to refine a specific area of their riding with one of our top
team of observers. You can turn up on the day or to avoid disappointment, book in advance with
Andy Spencer. Doors open 09:00 Contact Training Officer, Andy Spencer.

Sunday, March 22
Proposed Rideout - Please contact Trevor Smith if you would like to lead a CWAM rideout
Sunday, March 29 9:00am
CWAM Club Sunday
Jaguar Cars Sports & Social Club, Fenton Rd, Allesley, Coventry CV5 9PS
Not only for Associate Check Rides but also a chance for all CWAMs to get together, socialise
and go for an informal rideout. PLUS the opportunity for those who have already passed their
test to have a general refresher or to refine a specific area of their riding with one of our top
team of observers. You can turn up on the day or to avoid disappointment, book in advance with
Andy Spencer. Doors open 09:00 Contact Training Officer, Andy Spencer.

For all future events check out the Diary page.
If anyone has news to share, tips to pass on, pictures for the gallery or items for sale
please mail me (newsletter@cwam.org.uk ).
Your website - your news - your contributions!
To unsubscribe from the CWAM Newsletter please click here

